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ABSTRACT The downsizing of nanoscale circuits imposes new challenges for circuit reliability, including
hard defects, soft errors and unsaturated voltage/current. Many studies on the reliability of digital circuits
have focused on achieving accurate reliability estimation and more efficiency for larger circuits. To achieve
accurate reliability estimation, it is necessary to address the issue of error propagation and consider correlated
signals from reconverging paths in reliability calculations. In this paper, an error propagation probability
model for each gate, which takes into account the probability of an unreliable logic gate’s input signal and
relates it to the probability of the output signal is proposed. Additionally, we introduce an efficient approach
that utilizes a new fanout matrix to tackle the reconvergent fanouts problem. Furthermore, to ensure an
accurate estimation of combinational logic circuit reliability, the probabilities obtained for each fanout should
be included in the calculations by defining a fanout probability matrix. To address this issue, a new method
is proposed at each calculation stage, aiming to minimize computational complexity making it suitable for
large circuits with a significant number of fanouts. We conducted various simulations to demonstrate the
accuracy and scalability of the proposed method on the ISCAS 85 benchmark circuit and EPFL Benchmark.
The results show less than 1% average relative error in reliability estimation and outperform state-of-the-art
methods in reliability estimation and algorithm runtime.

INDEX TERMS Combinational circuit, convergent path, error masking, gate level reliability, reliability,
error propagation.

I. INTRODUCTION
The continuous down-scaling of CMOS technology presents
new challenges for digital circuit designers, particularly in
terms of circuit reliability. Nanoscale fabrication imprecision
can lead to many hard and soft errors due to environmen-
tal variations, which can affect device reliability [1], [2].
The problem is compounded by high integration density and
unsaturated voltage/current. Device unreliability can have a
negative impact on circuit performance at high levels, making
reliability a significant concern for circuit designers as tech-
nology is scaled down to a few nanometers [3]. To ensure
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market competitiveness, there is a need for a quick and
efficient evaluation method to measure circuit reliability at
early stages of circuit design, enabling timely decisions and
shortening product development cycles [4], [5].
The computational methods for estimating the reliability

of digital circuits are usually divided into two categories:
Statistical models and Probabilistic models [6]. Statistical
methods, such as Monte Carlo (MC) logic simulation [7],
[8], [9], Stochastic Computation Models (SCM) [10], [11],
and Bayesian inference (BI) [12], are employed for reliability
estimation. Their accuracy improves with more iterations;
however, their long processing time makes them impractical
for large integrated circuits. They are commonly employed
to evaluate the accuracy of other methods. In these methods,
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a fault pattern is randomly generated and injected into cir-
cuit wires (including primary inputs, primary outputs, and
gate pins) to evaluate logic values and detect errors. Some
approaches, like the stochastic method, attempt to reduce its
high time complexity [6].

Probabilistic models employ gate behaviors, fault proba-
bility distributions, and probabilistic equations for reliability
estimation. They offer the advantage of being iteration-free
and faster than statistical methods, making them widely
employed for reliability estimation. However, the presence of
converging paths poses a significant challenge as it leads to
repetitive states and inaccurate calculations. Various solutions
have been proposed to address this issue, often by adding
specific assumptions to improve accuracy while reducing
computational costs. Exact methods like Probabilistic Trans-
fer Matrices (PTMs) [13], [14], [15], Probabilistic Gate Mod-
els (PGMs) [16], Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [17],
Boolean Difference Calculus [18], [19], [20], Conditional
Probability Matrix (CPM) [21], [22], and Bayesian Net-
works (BNs) [1], [23], calculate signal probability. However,
their exponential time/space complexity limits their appli-
cability to small circuits. Analytical methods inspired by
von Neumann’s study [6], employ gate reliability models
such as PGM, PTM, Bayesian networks, Boolean differ-
ence calculus, etc., offering high efficiency, however, with
accuracy concerns. Recent approaches introduced correlation
coefficients to evaluate signal correlations. However, they
either rely on rough estimations or exhibit relatively large
errors [24], [25], [26].

Probabilistic methods for achieving accurate reliability in
large-scale circuits face challenges of scalability and compu-
tational efficiency. Convergent paths and correlated signals
from fanouts can introduce inaccuracies in computation
results. PTM and PGM-based methods accurately estimate
reliability by considering all possible signal states of fanout-
generated signals. However, they become impractical as the
number of fanouts increases exponentially. Signal probabil-
ity and correlation coefficient-based methods consider four
signal states (1 correct, 1 incorrect, 0 correct, 0 incorrect),
However, they require larger correlation coefficient matri-
ces with more dependent signals. Techniques like Monte
Carlo simulations and SCM are employed to reduce compu-
tational burden, however they are time-consuming for large
circuits. Error propagation probability-based methods, uti-
lizing Boolean functions, reduce computational complexity
with two signal states (correct, fail) and can be combined with
other methods for a hybrid approach.

In our previous work [27], we evaluated the reliability
of combinational circuits based on signal probability and
effective fanouts. In this paper, an accurate and scalable
reliability estimation method has been developed for large
combinational circuits with linear computational complexity
increasing with circuit fanouts. As in [18], we propose an
error propagation model to estimate the failure probability
in combinational circuits. The main objective is to intro-
duce fundamental concepts, such as fault propagation matrix

and input/output matrix of gates. The concept of effective
fanouts and the fanout probability matrix has been modified
to accommodate the reconvergent paths. The contributions of
this paper can be summarized as follows:

1) Modeling the release probability matrix for each gate.
2) Determining the new fanout matrix for each fanout.
3) Identifying the effective fanouts for calculating the cir-

cuit’s output probability using the proposed method.
4) Developing a new method to calculate the output prob-

ability matrix in the presence of converging paths and
the fanout matrix defined for each fanout to eliminate
duplicate calculations.

5) Presenting a new method to determine fanout probabil-
ity matrix for each effective fanout and apply them to
accurately estimate the circuit’s reliability.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II intro-
duces some preliminaries on signal probability and reliability
(input probability matrix, fault propagation matrix and output
probability matrix). Section III introduces the problem of
convergent paths and their effect on calculations, and then
a solution for this issue is presented. Section IV explains
how to calculate the probability of the output signal of the
circuit. Section V provides an example of how to calculate
the reliability of digital circuits. Section VI explains the
accuracy of the simulation and describes the reasons for
calculation errors. Section VII shows our simulation results,
and Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. PROBABILISTIC MODEL OF ERROR PROPAGATION
The signal probability concept has been used for fault-prone
circuit reliability estimates. In this section, we describe some
background of digital signal probability and concept fault
propagation.

A. THE FAULT PROPAGATION MATRIX
A fault propagation matrix (FPM) is defined for each gate
based on its behavior and input signal probability to calcu-
late the digital circuit’s reliability. The values in the matrix
represent the probability of fault propagation for each input
signal combination and thoroughly examine the logical fault
masking. For example, FPM of a two-input AND gate with
input signals a and b is shown in Equation 1.

acorrectbcorrect
acorrectbfail
afailbcorrect
afailbfail


ε

(1−ε)Pa+εQa
(1−ε)Pb+εQb

(1−ε)(Pa.Pb + Qa.Qb)+ε(QaPb+QbPa)


(1)

ε is the gate’s fault probability.
In this equation,Px(Px = 1−Qx) represents the probability

of a circuit node being in the state ’1’ [18]. This probability
is computed within an error-free circuit using the bit stream
method, which bears resemblance to the approach described
in [22] and [25].
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For example, in Equation 1, if one input of the 2-input AND
gate has a fault, then the fault will be propagated only if the
other input has logic 1. Otherwise, if the other input is 0, the
fault in the gate’s output only results from the internal fault of
the gate. Regarding the above discussions, we tried to include
the fault logical masking problem in the reliability estimation
using FPM and the gate fault propagation matrix based on the
gate behavior is shown in Table 1.

TABLE 1. The gate fault propagation matrix.

B. THE OUTPUT SIGNAL PROBABILITY MATRIX
With appropriate use of the gate’s input probability matrix in
Equation 2 (represent the probabilities of the correct or faulty
states of the inputs) and the FPM, the output signal probability
matrix (SPM) can be calculated according to Equation 4:

Inputa =
[
acarnet afat

]
, Inputb =

[
bcorrect bfail

]
(2)

T =
[
acarretbcorreet acarrerbfall afallbcarrect afallbfall

]
1×4

(3)

Pfail = T × FPM

SPMOUT =
[
1 − Pfail Pfail

]
(4)

For example, the calculation steps of the fault probability
in the output of a 2-input AND gate are depicted in Figure 1.
The probability of a fault in the A and B inputs are 0.1 and 0.2,
respectively, the gate’s fault probability is 0.05. Additionally,
the probability of both input signals being in the state ’1’ is 0.5
(Pa,Pb = 0.5). According to Equation 4, the gate’s output
fault probability is obtained to be 0.176 based on the AND
gate fault propagation matrix which is shown in Figure 1. The
probability of the output signal of each gate is considered as
the input matrix of the next gate. This process continues until
the output of the circuit is reached.

III. THE CONVERGING PATHS
The converging paths are an essential issue that should be
considered in the reliability calculations. The reason is that

FIGURE 1. The fault probability in the output of AND gate.

these paths create similar (iterative) states and impossible
state calculations in the reliability calculation. The impos-
sible states refer to the condition where the signal cannot
be 0 or 1 simultaneously. However, these states may occur
in calculations and must be removed. Since fanouts are the
origin of iterative and impossible states, one matrix is con-
sidered for each fanout that has to satisfy the two discussed
assumptions during reliability calculations. For this purpose,
the signal probability matrix for each fanout is defined as
Equation 5. This matrix considers two separate states for
the fanout. The first row shows that only the ‘‘fault sig-
nal’’ state is applied to the circuit as the fanout probability
matrix. The second row determines the ‘‘correct signal’’ state,
which is used in the circuit as the fanout signal probabil-
ity matrix. Selecting 0 and 1 elements for each row will
prevent creation of repetitive and impossible states of the
fanout.

SPMfanout =

[
0 1
1 0

]
(5)

Now assume that the circuit has more than one fanout.
For each fanout, a fanout matrix is assigned. Section IV
provides a comprehensive explanation of how to calculate
the probability of the output signal of the circuit, specifically
addressing scenarios involving multiple fanouts.

A. EFFECTIVE FANOUT ALGORITHM
Since fanouts are the primary cause of repeated and impos-
sible states in reliability calculations, it is crucial to consider
their effect during calculations. The accuracy of estimates is
influenced by fanouts when there is more than one path from
a fanout to the output. Otherwise, if a fanout has only a single
path, it is treated as a normal and independent signal, and
there is no need to define a fanout matrix for it. However,
if a fanout, initially intended for one output, travels multiple
paths for other outputs, and we intend to assess the reliability
of these outputs together, the fanout no longer functions as an
independent signal.

This section presents a solution for determining the effec-
tive fanouts before assigning the fanout matrix to them.
Effective fanouts are determined and numbered based on
the primary circuit’s output and a depth-first algorithm [28].
First, we define a circuit’s node matrix to specify the fanouts
and primary outputs of the circuit. For example, the node
matrix of the circuit in Figure 2 is determined in Equation 6,
which can be utilized for determining the fanout nodes and the
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circuit’s output. The nodes with a repetition count above 2 in
matrix X are identified as the fanout nodes, and the nodes
with a repetition count equal to 0 in matrix X are identified
as the circuit’s output node. Then, the fanouts with more
than one path to the output are specified using the depth-first
algorithm. Therefore, the conditions for selecting an effective
fanout are as follows:

1. The circuit’s primary input fanouts are not considered
effective fanouts. This is due to our assumption of
error-free primary input, as indicated in [12], [15],
and [23], a probability input matrix of [1 0] is
considered. Consequently, in terms of input fanout
configurations, the binary nature of the input prob-
ability matrix eliminates the possibility of sim-
ilar iterative states or impassable states in the
computations.

2. Fanouts with a maximum of one path to the output are
not considered to be effective fanouts.

After determining the effective fanouts, they are sequen-
tially numbered from the input to the output, starting with 1,
and the entire procedure is described in Algorithm 1. Since
the time complexity of the depth-first algorithm is O(N ),
where N is the number of gates, the time complexity of
Algorithm 1 can also be achieved in O(N ) for each primary
output.

As shown in Figure 2, the effective fanouts are dedicated
to the signals O2,O3,O4,O5,O7 for the output signal O11.
Then, all circuit signals are assigned numbers based on the
largest fanout number associated with that signal. For exam-
ple, Table 2 shows the assigned fanout number for each circuit
node in Figure 2 according to the largest fanout number
associated with that signal.

X = [O1 O2 O2 O3 O3 O4 O4 O5 O5 O6

O7 O7 O8 O9 O10]

Y = [O6 O4 O5 O5 O8 O6 O7 O7 O8 O9

O9 O10 O10 O11 O11]

The number of repetitions of
elements of the matrix X

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

O2
O3
O4
O5
O7
O11


2
2
2
2
2
0



→

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
O2,O3,O4,O5,O7=fanouts

O11=output

Depth− first algorithm
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

O2,O3,O4,O5,O7 are effective fanout for O11 (6)

IV. THE OUTPUT SIGNAL’S PROBABILITY ALGORITHM
Now, considering the matrix size of input signals and the
assigned fanout number, the output signal’s probability of

Algorithm 1 Search Effective fanout
An expanded method based on depth-first search.
Input: Circuit netlist
Output: Effective fanout for each output
1. Extract the circuit information from the netlist file
1.1 Create matrix node form circuits
1.2 Obtain the sum of the elements of each row
1.3 If the sum of elements row => 2, the nodes are determined
as the fanout node
1.4 If the sum of elements row = 0, the nodes are determined as
the circuit’s output node.
2. Determine effective fanouts for each output node of the circuit
based on a depth-first search algorithm
2.1 For each output node of the circuit
2.1.1 If fanout is a circuit’s main input, it is removed for the
effective fanouts list
2.1.2 If a fanout has at most one path to the output, it is not
considered effective.
2.1.3 Create a fanouts list for output
2.2 End For
3.Fanouts are numbered from the input to the output starting from
one.

TABLE 2. The fanout number of all the circuit nodes in Figure 2.

the two input signals is calculated according to one of the
following states:

1. If the fanout number and matrix size of input signals
are equal, the output probability matrix is calculated by
Equation 7:

correct fail

in1 =

 a11 a12
...

...

an1 an2

 ,

correct fail

in2 =

 b11 b12
...

...

bn1 bn2


T =

 a1cb1c a1cb1f a1f b1c a1f b1f
...

...
...

...

ancbnc ancbnf anf bnc anf bnf


SPMout = T × EPMgare (7)

2. If the fanout numbers of the input signal are equal and
the sizes of the input signal matrices are not equal,
the input matrix with the smaller number of rows is
replicated as needed to match the number of rows in the
larger input matrix, following the procedure described
in equation 8. Subsequently, similar to the first case,
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the probability of the output signal is calculated.

correct fail

in1 =

 a11 a12
...

...

an11 an12


n1×2

,

correct fail

in2 =

 b11 b12
...

...

bn21 bn22


n2×2

k =
n1
n2

, n1 > n2 → in2new =

in2...k
in2


n1×2

(8)

3. If the fanout number of input signals are different, first,
each row of the input matrix with the lower fanout
number should be repeated equally to f in Equation 9 to
ensure an equal fanout number of input signals. Then,
similar to the second case, the probability of the output
signal is calculated.

correct fail

in1 =

 a11 a12
...

...

an11 an12


n1×2

,

correct fail

in2 =

 a11 a12
...

...

an11 an12


n2×2

f1 = fanout number in 1

f2 = fanout number in 2

f2 > f1

f = minimum
(
2(f2−f1), n2

)
(9)

in1nww =



a11 a12
...f

...f
a11 a12
...f

...f
an11 an12

 (10)

As stated in Algorithm 2, based on the input signal matrix
and the assigned fanout numbers, the output probability of
each gate can be calculated and utilized as the input signal
probability matrix for the next gate. However, if the gate’s
output signal is intended as the circuit’s fanout, the calculated
signal probability is stored as the fanout probability matrix
with the name Pfanout,i, and a new signal probability matrix
is defined according to Equation 5.
In Algorithm 2, the worst-case time complexity of step 1 is

approximatelyO(N ∗Sizeout ). In step 2, only a matrix assign-
ment is performed, so its time-space complexity is O(1).

Algorithm 2 The Output Signal’s Probability Algorithm
All effective fanouts are numbered from the input to the output,
starting from one
All circuit signals are numbered according to the last number of
the effective fanout
Inputs:The matrix size of input signals and the assigned fanout

number
Output:Output signal’s probability
1-Calculate output signal’s probability
1.1- If the fanout number and the number of two input

signals rows are equal, the output probability matrix
is calculated by Equation 7

1.2- If the fanout numbers of the signal are equal
while the sizes of the input signal matrices are not
equal: according to Equation 8, the number of two
input signals rows is equal. Then go to case 1.1

1.3- If the fanout number of input signals is different,
according to Equation 10, the assigned fanout
number of two input signals is equal, then go to
case 1.2.

2-Signal probability
2.1- If the gate’s output signal is not the circuit’s fanout,

the output probability of each gate is used as the
next gate input signal probability matrix.

2.2- If the gate’s output signal will be used as the
circuit’s effective fanout, the calculated signal’s
probability is saved asPfanout,i a new signal’s
probability matrix is defined as Equation 5.

To summarize the above analysis, the time complexity of
Algorithm 2 is approximately O(N ∗ Sizeout ).

V. COMPUTATION OF CIRCUIT RELIABILITY
In Section III, a new matrix was defined for each effective
fanout in order to increase the accuracy of calculations and
account for convergent paths, following Equation 5. Subse-
quently, a fanout probability matrix was saved for each fanout
to calculate the probability of circuit failure. To calculate the
final error probability, the stored matrix for each fanout must
be applied in the calculations to achieve accuracy. In order
to incorporate the fanout probability matrix into the calcula-
tions, according to Algorithm 3, we calculate the sum of all
the states that the fanout probability matrices share with each
other. To calculate the probability of circuit failure, we first
define the following parameters:

Sizefanout(i) = The number of rows Pfanout(i)
Sizeout = The number of rows Pout
Fout = Fanout number of signal out

Ffanout(i) = Fanout number of ith fanout

To calculate the reliability of a circuit’s output, it is nec-
essary first to determine all the states in which the fanouts
relate to each other. The resulting matrix is then multiplied
by the probability matrix of the output, and the sum of all
states equals the reliability of the circuit’s output. However,
all states in which the fanouts relate to each other amount
to 2Fout in practice, and if the circuit is large, obtaining
this matrix is practically impossible. Algorithm 3 provides
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an efficient method for calculating reliability that does not
require a matrix of size 2Fout . In a simple example, the pro-
posed method is explained.

Pfanou1 =

[
a1
a2

]
, Pfanou2 =

[
b1
b2

]
,

Pfanou3 =


c1
c2
c3
c4

 , SPMout =


o1
o2
o3
o4



×



a1b1c1
a1b1c2
a1b2c3
a1b2c4
a2b1c1
a2b1c2
a2b2c3
a2b2c4


·
∗



o1
o2
o3
o4
o1
o2
o3
o4


→ Reliability

= Sum



a1b1c1o1
a1b1c2o2
a1b2c3o3
a1b2c4o4
a2b1c1o1
a2b1c2o2
a2b2c3o3
a2b2c4o4


(11)

Reliability

= Sum
[
a1 (b1 (c1o1 + c2o2) + b2 (c3o3 + c4o4))
a2 (b1 (c1o1 + c2o2) + b2 (c3o3 + c4o4))

]
(12)

In the above example, we have a circuit with 3 fanouts and
an SPM matrix. Equation 11 represents the typical method
for calculating reliability, which involves a matrix of size 23.
However, Equation 12 introduces a factorization that reduces
it to Equation 11, eliminating the need to compute a matrix
of size 23. The approach presented in Algorithm 3 aims
to reduce computation time from 2Fout to Fout , similar to
Equation 12, in order to efficiently determine the reliability
of digital circuits with a large number of fanouts while mini-
mizing computational complexity.

In the first step, following Equation 8, we ensure that both
matrices, the output probability matrix and the fanout proba-
bilitymatrix for the last fanout, are the same size because both
matrices have the same number of fanouts. Then, we perform
an element-wise multiplication of these two matrices, follow-
ing the instructions in equation 13.

SPMout =


o1
...
...

om


Sizeout×1

, Pfanout(n) =


n1
...
...

nk


Sizefanout(n)×1

r =
Sizeout

Sizefanout(n)
→ Pnew fanout(n)

=

Pfanout(n)
...r

Pfanout(n)


Sizeout×1

Pn = SPMout ·
∗Pnew fanout(n)

=


P1
P2
...

Pm−1
Pm

 (13)

In the next step, the matrix elements obtained from the
previous step are summed pairwise to create a PiSum matrix
based on Equation 14. Similar to the preceding step, the new
matrix is initially resized to match the size of the fanout
probabilitymatrix for fanout number i-1, and thenmatrix pi−1

is derived as described in Equation 13. This process is iterated
for each fanout, following a sequence in descending order of
fanout numbers until we reach fanout number 1.

Pi =


P1
P2
...

Pm−1
Pm

 → PiSum =

 P1 + P2
...

Pm−1 + Pm



Pfanout(i−1) =

 a1
...

ak


Pi−1

= Pfanout(i−1)·
∗PiSum (14)

Finally, by obtaining the matrix P1 from the fanout
probability matrix for fanout number 1, the reliability of
circuit’s output is determined by summing the elements of
the matrix P1.

Reliability = Sum(P) (15)

Pfailure(out) = 1 − Sum(P) (16)

Reliability of multiple outputs (Rmultiple) is the probability
that all outputs are error-free. Alternatively, the fault proba-
bility can be represented as 1 − Rmultiple, where Rmultiple is
computed after connecting the primary outputs (POs) to the
AND gate [12].

Rmultiple = P(Rout1 ∧ Rout2 ∧ . . . ∧ Routm) (17)

Here, ∧ represents the AND operator.
For example, consider the circuit in Figure 2. The prob-

ability of the output signal for each gate is calculated
based on the input matrices and FPM, and a new matrix
is assigned to the fanout signal. Its probability matrix is
saved as the fanout probability matrix (Pfanout,i) as described
in Equation 18.

Pfanout1 =

[
0.95
0.05

]
, Pfanout2 =

[
0.95
0.05

]
,
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Pfanout3 =


0.95
0.05
0.5
0.5



Pfanout4 =


0.95
0.05
0.387
0.613

 , Pfanout5 =


0.950
0.050
0.5144
0.4856

 ,

SPMout =


0.882
0.588
0.700
0.574

 (18)

By specifying the Pfanout,i matrices and SPMout the
matrix P1 is obtained.

P5 = Pfanout5.∗SPMout =


0.8378
0.0294
0.3600
0.2789

 → P5Sum

=

[
0.8672
0.6389

]

P4 = Pfanout4.∗P5Sum =


0.95
0.05
0.387
0.613

 .∗


0.8672
0.6389
0.8672
0.6389



=


0.8238
0.0319
0.3363
0.3911

 → P4Sum =

[
0.8558
0.7274

]

P3 = Pfanout3.∗P4Sum =


0.95
0.05
0.5
0.5

 .∗


0.8558
0.7274
0.8558
0.7274



=


0.8130
0.0364
0.4279
0.3637

 → P3Sum =

[
0.8494
0.7916

]

P2 = Pfanout2.∗P3Sum =

[
0.95
0.05

]
.∗

[
0.8494
0.7916

]
=

[
0.8069
0.0396

]
→ P2Sum = [0.8465]

P
1

= Pfanout1.∗P2Sum =

[
0.95
0.05

]
.∗

[
0.8465
0.8465

]
=

[
0.8042
0.0423

]
P1 is calculated using the proposed solution, and the

circuit’s reliability is subsequently determined according to
Equation 15.

R = Sum(P1) = 0.846 (19)

The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is approximately
O(Sizeout∗Fout ). Altogether, to estimate the reliability of the
circuit’s output based on the proposed method for a circuit
with N gates and F fanouts, the worst-case time complexity
is approximately O(Sizeout (N + Fout ) ≈ O (Sizeout ∗ N ),

FIGURE 2. Example circuit with error gate 0.05.

Algorithm 3 The Fanout probability matrix algorithm
Input: The fanout probability matrix is calculated
Output: Reliability
Pn matrix is calculated by Equation 13
For i = Fout -1 to 1
Pisummatrix is calculated by Equation 14
Pi−1 matrix is calculated by Equations 13
End
The reliability of circuit’s output is calculated by Equations 15

and its time complexity increases linearly with the increase
of the basic gates.

VI. ACCURACY
The proposed method aimed to significantly reduce the com-
putational complexity while considering all cases involving
converging paths. However, limitations exist. For instance,
when determining the probability of a signal being error-free,
we utilized the bit-stream method. This method employs a bit
sequence to ascertain the error-free probability of a signal.
It inherently possesses two types of errors: quantization error
and random permutation [10], [22].

Quantization error occurs due to imprecision in convert-
ing probabilities into representations of stochastic binary
sequences. This error is reliant on the length of the sequence,
specifically the number of bits utilized in a stochastic
sequence.When dealingwith a sequence of L bits, a real value
is rounded to the nearest representation achievable within
this sequence (in increments of 1/L). Employing a more
significant value for L, mitigates this error. Consequently, the
maximum quantization error (using an appropriate rounding
method) is constrained to 1/2L [10], [22].

Random permutations constituting an inherent aspect of
stochastic computation. Figure 3 illustrates a randomized
permutation as an example: the logic operation in Figure 3 (a)
produces the desired output value, while the operation
in Figure 3 (b) generates an output considered erroneous.
Longer sequences generally tend to exhibit better random-
ization; however, due to the inherent probabilistic nature of
random permutations [10], [22].

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS WITH DISCUSSIONS
The simulation results of the proposed methods are presented
in this section. The simulations were performed using the
MATLAB software environment, assuming that all primary
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FIGURE 3. Random permutations in stochastic computation: (a) The
intended permutation; (b) A permutation leading to an erroneous
outcome.

inputs are reliable. The information topology and the list of
complete gates in the circuits presented in the ISCAS’85
and EPFL benchmarks were added to MATLAB using the
gate-level netlist prepared in [29] and [30]. As in all previous
works, gates with fan-in greater than two were replaced by
equivalent combinations of two-input gates. In the equivalent
combination, all gates other than the gate driving the final
output were assumed to be error-free. For example, in a four-
input AND gate replaced by a combination of three two-input
AND gates [22], only the final AND gate was assumed to
be erroneous. All simulations have been run on a 1.8-GHz
Intel i7-8550 with 12-GB memory. The length of bitstream
sequences was set to L = 10000.

Similar to previous studies in this field [12], [16], our
simulation results are compared with the Monte Carlo (MC)
method to verify the accuracy of the presented method.
For this paper, the circuit is examined using 100,000 input
vectors. The percentage relative error is obtained using the
following Equation 20 presented in [24]:

Relative error =
Measured −MC

MC
∗ 100 (20)

We presented a new fanout matrix to increase accuracy
and eliminate the number of impossible and repetitive states
caused by reconvergent paths. However, the issue is that the
circuit may have too many fanouts, while all of them do not
significantly impact the error probability of the circuit output.
These fanouts should be identified and excluded from the
calculations. To address this issue, we utilized the first-depth
algorithm to identify effective fanouts for each output, and
only these fanouts were included in the calculations.

First, to justify our previous assumption, we experimented
using a c432 circuit with 216 gates. The aim was to demon-
strate the difference in the output probability matrix obtained
for two cases: considering all fanouts with Monte Carlo
simulation and the effective fanouts obtained based on
Algorithm 1 with the proposed method. The results are pre-
sented in Table 3 with gate error probabilities 0.001,0.05
and 0.1. Comparing the obtained results with the assumed
results of considering effective fanouts, the average Rela-
tive error between the results is about 0.3567%. Therefore,
these effective fanouts assist in reducing the computational
workload.

Based on Section VI, we obtained and compared the
reliability of ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits to explore the

TABLE 3. Comparison of monte carlo simulation results for all fanout
with the proposed approach (gate error = 0.001,0.05,0.1).

TABLE 4. Simulation results of ISCAS’85 benchmarks for different value
of bit sequences (gate error = 0.001).

FIGURE 4. The reliability of the C432 circuit with the changes in the error
probability of the gates.

impact of bitstream method error on the accuracy of our
method.We assumed an error probability of 0.001 for the gate
and evaluated different bit sequences accordingly. Table 4
displays simulation results for various bit sequences. The
average relative error at l=10000 is approximately 0.0324,
indicating a suitable bit sequence length for estimating the
probability of a signal being one in the presence of circuit
errors. Additionally, the runtime increases linearly as the
length of the bit sequence increases.

Figure 4 depicts the reliability of the C432 circuit with
changes in the error probability of the gates, considering
three cases: without the assumption of reconvergent paths,
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FIGURE 5. The total number of fanouts of a circuit and the number of
effective fanouts.

all fanouts ending in the output (O432) with Monte Carlo
simulation, and the effective fanouts of that output with the
proposedmethod. Two graphs assuming all fanouts and effec-
tive fanouts are superimposed and have a slight difference,
where the average difference of the results is about 0.0013.

Figure 5 compares the number of fanouts in two modes
for the ISCAS’85 circuits. These modes include the total
number of the circuit’s fanouts and the number of fanouts
for the circuit output that ends with the highest fanouts based
on Algorithm 1. This comparison demonstrates that it’s not
necessary to consider all the circuit fanouts to calculate the
reliability of an output. With Algorithm 1, you can eliminate
some of these fanouts from the calculations without affecting
the accuracy of the computations.

Figure 6 compares the results obtained for two circuits,
C3540 and C6288, from ISCAS’85 benchmark. These results
are provided for three error probabilities of gates: 0.01, 0.05,
and 0.1. Figure 6 compares our method with the Monte Carlo
Simulation for different outputs of these two circuits to verify
the accuracy of the presented method. The purpose of this
comparison is to demonstrate the efficiency of our method

when dealing with circuits with a high number of fanouts.
In addition to the reliability analysis, the runtime for comput-
ing the probability of each output is displayed, providing an
indication of the efficiency of Algorithm 3 when confronted
with digital circuits that have a significant number of fanouts.

As discussed in Section IV, when calculating the output
signal’s probability, there are duplicate entries that can be
used only once due to the consideration of the fanouts’
states. We proposed an algorithm to reduce the number
of calculations and the output probability matrix size as
much as possible by considering all fanouts states. Figure 7
shows the maximum size of the output probability matrix
for the ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits. For example, in cir-
cuit C3540, the size of the output probability matrix, without
applying the gate output probability calculation algorithm
and considering all states, is equal to 225. By considering the
algorithm, the size of this matrix is reduced to 4096 (212).
In other words, the output probability matrix with size 225 is
repeated as 8192(225−15)). By avoiding the recalculation of
these repeated values, the volume of calculations is signifi-
cantly reduced.

The obtained simulation results of estimating the digital
circuit’s reliability in the presence of multiple errors are
investigated in this section. Table 5 shows the evaluation
outcomes of various ISCAS’85 combinational logic bench-
marks, with the gate error rate set at 0.001 and 0.0001.
In this context, the average relative error measures below
1%, and the proposed method adeptly manages signal cor-
relations introduced by reconvergent fanouts. The proposed
method achieved an impressively low average calculation
error of 0.492, outperforming the other methods with average
errors of 0.956 and 1.47, respectively. Additionally, it demon-
strated superior computational efficiency, with an average
processing time of 0.9483, while the other methods required
more time, with averages of 4.23 and 4.207, respectively.
Notably, the reliability estimation results from the proposed
method slightly outperformed those of [12] and [25].

One of the crucial aspects of the reliability calculation
method is its efficiency in handling large circuits, aiming
to achieve both accurate results and reasonable computation

TABLE 5. Simulation results of ISCAS’85 benchmarks by the proposed method, [12] and [25].
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FIGURE 6. Comparative Analysis: Our Method vs. Monte Carlo Simulation for Various Outputs (Gate Errors: 0.01, 0.05, 0.1). (a) Circuit C3540,
(b) Circuit C6288, (c) Probability Computation Runtime for Circuits C3540 and C6288.

FIGURE 7. The maximum size of the output probability matrix.

time while minimizing the computational workload. Many
existing approaches in this field lack efficiency when deal-
ing with large circuits, efficiency when dealing with large
circuits, making it impractical to calculate the circuits’ relia-
bility. To showcase the potential of the proposed method, the
relative error of calculations based onMonte Carlo simulation
is reported for the EPFL benchmark circuit in Table 6. The
results in Table 6 demonstrate that the proposed method
achieves good accuracy and acceptable computation time,
even for circuits with a substantial number of gates. For
instance, the Memory Controller circuit is approximately
10 times larger than circuit C7552, yet the processing time

is only 30 times longer. The proposed method exhibits a
speed-up factor of 258 for the Memory Controller circuit,
significantly outperforming other circuits. These findings
suggest that the proposed method is more scalable and advan-
tageous for estimation of reliability of larger circuits.

In Table 7, we’ve compiled data on the average rela-
tive error, mean runtime, and runtime complexity of our
proposed approach, [12] and [25]. The table shows that
our proposed approach, when combined with mitigation
techniques, exhibits a computational complexity of approx-
imately O(N 1.04), with N representing the number of circuit
gates. A comparison of the results in Table 7 highlights that
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TABLE 6. Comparison simulation results of EPFL benchmarks (error
gate 0.05) by the proposed method with Monte Carlo Simulations.

TABLE 7. Comparative analysis of accuracy, runtime, and runtime
complexity for Ref [12], Ref [25], and the proposed method.

TABLE 8. Simulation results of ISCAS’85 benchmarks by the proposed
method with the probability of input error and gate error is 10−3.

our proposed approach outperforms other methods in both
speed and accuracy.

In Section III, the input fanouts have been treated as inde-
pendent signals under the assumption of error-free inputs to
the circuit. However, if there is a probability of errors in the
circuit inputs, then these input fanouts are also considered
effective. Consequently, Table 8 displays the simulation result
of ISCAS’85 benchmarks, assuming erroneous the circuit’s
primary inputs. We have taken into account an error probabil-
ity of 0.001 for both the primary inputs and gate. The runtime
reflects a linear relationship between the computational com-
plexity and the increase in the number of fanouts.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a precise and scalable method for relia-
bility estimation in combinational digital circuits is pre-
sented. The challenges of error propagation are addressed
by proposing an error propagation probability model for

each gate. Additionally, an efficient approach is introduced
that utilizes a new fanout matrix to handle the issue of
reconvergent fanouts and applies a first-depth algorithm to
determine the effective fanouts for each output. To ensure
accurate reliability estimation, probabilities obtained for each
fanout are included by defining a fanout probability matrix
for each effective fanout. Furthermore, a new method is
proposed at each calculation stage, aiming to minimize com-
putational complexity and adapt it for large circuits with
a significant number of fanouts. Thorough simulations on
combinational benchmark circuits, including ISCAS 85 and
EPFL benchmarks, were conducted to validate the effective-
ness and scalability of the approach. The results show less
than 1% average relative error in reliability estimation, and
the simulation results indicate that the proposed approach is
4.5× faster than approaches [12] and [25].

This paper focuses on estimating the reliability of dig-
ital combinational circuits. However, in reality, sequential
circuits constitute a significant portion of digital circuits.
Therefore, in future work, we aim to develop the presented
method for estimating the reliability of sequential circuits.
Also, estimating the probability of errors in the circuit output
and considering the electrical and latching-windows masking
issues in digital circuits are among the objectives of the
proposed method.
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